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Incredible Wild Edibles
“This is the ultimate guide, and Chris is the undisputed heavyweight champion of
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foraging in the South.” —Sean Brock, author of Heritage and chef of McCradys,
Minero, and Husk The Southeast offers a veritable feast for foragers, and with Chris
Bennett as your trusted guide you will learn how to safely find and identify an
abundance of delicious wild plants. The plant profiles in Southeast Foraging include
clear, color photographs, identification tips, guidance on how to ethically harvest,
and suggestions for eating and preserving. A handy seasonal planner details which
plants are available during every season. Thorough, comprehensive, and safe, this
is a must-have for foragers in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Maryland,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Virginia, and West Virginia.

Northeast Foraging
Presents a guide on locating, identifying, picking, and preparing wild edible foods
grown in North America.

The Forager's Harvest
“An invaluable guide for the feast in the East.” —Hank Shaw, author of the James
Beard Award–winning website Hunter Angler Gardener Cook The Northeast offers a
veritable feast for foragers, and with Leda Meredith as your trusted guide you will
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learn how to safely find and identify an abundance of delicious wild plants. The
plant profiles in Northeast Foraging include clear, color photographs, identification
tips, guidance on how to ethically harvest, and suggestions for eating and
preserving. A handy seasonal planner details which plants are available during
every season. Thorough, comprehensive, and safe, this is a must-have for foragers
in New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Rhode Island.

The Deerholme Foraging Book
Foraging & Feasting: A Field Guide and Wild Food Cookbook celebrates and
reclaims the lost art of turning locally gathered wild plants into nutritious, delicious
meals ? a traditional foodway long practiced by our ancestors but neglected in
modern times. The book's beautiful, instructive botanical illustrations and
enlightening recipes offer an adventurous and satisfying way to eat locally and
seasonally. Readers will be able to identify, harvest, prepare, eat, and savor the
wild bounty all around them. We share this project with you out of our long
commitment to connecting with nature through food and art. The effort weaves
together Dina?s 30 years of passionate investigations into wild-plant identification,
foraging, and cooking with Wendy?s deft artistic skills honed over 15 years as a
botanical illustrator. The result is an abundance of recipes and illustrations that
explore creative ways to bring wild edibles into our lives. Part One of Foraging &
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Feasting serves as a visual guide, tracking 50 plants through their growing cycle.
The images illustrate the culinary uses of wild plants at various seasons. Part Two
contains easy-to-use references including Plant Chart Centerfolds and Seasonal
Flow Charts. Part Three brings you into the kitchen; here you'll find more than 100
master recipes and countless variations formulated to help you easily turn wild
plants into delectable salads, soups, beverages, meat dishes, desserts, and a host
of other culinary delights. These recipes are not limited to wild ingredients; they
can be used with cultivated ingredients as well, purchased or homegrown. Many of
the recipes can be made to accommodate various dietary restrictions: gluten-free,
casein-free, dairy-free, grain-free, and sugar-free. Among those who will find the
book valuable are the health-conscious members of the Weston A Price
Foundation, ever in search of nutrient-dense, traditional whole foods. Slow Food
enthusiasts will appreciate how focusing on ancient, seas¬¬unusual edibles.

Foraging and Feasting
Some wild edible plants have poisonous look-alikes, and it is important to know the
difference when harvesting. Edible Wild Plants is a simplified guide to familiar and
widespread species of edible berries, nuts, leaves and roots found in North
America. This beautifully illustrated guide identifies over 100 familiar species and
includes information on how to harvest their edible parts. It also includes a section
on dangerous poisonous plants to avoid that have contact poisons that can blister
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skin. This convenient guide is a portable source of practical information and ideal
for field use.

The Wild Wisdom of Weeds
"A dazzling display of humanistic erudition, wit, and practical culinary advice.
Ballerini's living herbarium reinitiates modern readers living in the concrete
manswarm into the joys of foraging, gathering, and savoring herbs, flowers, and
berries. Its wide-ranging historical context, a veritable documentary of poets and
chroniclers of past and present, is a learned celebration of nature's bounty.
Practical and flavorful recipes for each plant transport the 'weeds' from the field to
the palate and enhance a narrative enriched by splendid complementary
footnotes."—Albert Sonnenfeld, Series Director, Arts of the Table "Weeds indeed. A
guide as witty as he is erudite, Luigi Ballerini has given us a remarkable
compendium of the wild greens, along with their flowers and fruits, that people
have foraged and eaten for millennia. Once the food of the poor, such ingredients
are now in high demand. Gathering greens both familiar—such as mint or
borage—and obscure—milk thistle and wallrocket—Ballerini draws upon a diverse
cast of authors to attest or dispute their real or alleged medicinal powers. Just as
important, he never neglects to suggest how they taste or to present fine recipes
so that we can savor them for ourselves."—Carol Field, author of The Italian Baker
"The scholar and poet Luigi Ballerini has given us a mouthwatering treasure of
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inventive Italian recipes for foraged wild plants adapted for the American locavore
kitchen (including ten for borage alone, as well as nettle and purslane frittatas, and
prickly pear risotto). This elegantly illustrated volume is peppered with humor and
tastefully seasoned with a wealth of cultural, historical, and scientific sources and
information. A Feast of Weeds is food for both the palate and the mind."—JeanClaude Carron, University of California, Los Angeles

Northwest Foraging
“This full color guide makes foraging accessible for beginners and is a reliable
source for advanced foragers.” —Edible Chicago The Midwest offers a veritable
feast for foragers, and with Lisa Rose as your trusted guide you will learn how to
safely find and identify an abundance of delicious wild plants. The plant profiles in
Midwest Foraging include clear, color photographs, identification tips, guidance on
how to ethically harvest, and suggestions for eating and preserving. A handy
seasonal planner details which plants are available during every season. Thorough,
comprehensive, and safe, this is a must-have for foragers in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Minnesota, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota, and North Dakota.

Ancestral Plants
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Wild krauts and kimchis, fermented forest brews, seawater brines, plant-based
cheeses, and more One of the most influential tastemakers of our time invites you
on an extraordinary culinary journey into the lacto-fermentation universe of
common wild edibles. Used for thousands of years by different cultures all around
the world, lacto-fermentation is the easiest, safest, and most delicious way to
preserve food. And nature provides all the necessary ingredients: plants, salt, and
the beneficial lactic acid bacteria found everywhere. In Wildcrafted Fermentation,
Pascal Baudar describes in detail how to create rich, flavorful lacto-ferments at
home from the wild and cultivated plants in your local landscape or garden. From
sauerkrauts and kimchis to savory pastes, hot sauces, and dehydrated spice
blends, Baudar includes more than 100 easy-to-follow, plant-based recipes to
inspire even the most jaded palate. Step-by-step photos illustrate foraging,
preparation, and fermentation techniques for both wild and cultivated plants that
will change your relationship to the edible landscape and give you the confidence
to succeed like a pro. So much more than a cookbook, Wildcrafted Fermentation
offers a deeply rewarding way to reconnect with nature through the greens, stems,
roots, berries, fruits, and seeds of your local terroir. Adventurous and creative, this
cookbook will help you rewild your probiotic palate and “create a cuisine unique to
you and your environment.”

Wildcrafted Fermentation
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From Darwin to David Attenborough, many naturalists built their careers on a
curiosity which began in early childhood. However, in this digital age our children
can all too easily become isolated from meaningful contact with both the natural
world and the people around them. Foraging for wild food can help refocus them
and a day gathering edible plants, picked in the wild, can be a great way to
reconnect with family and nature. With clear information, instructions and
illustrations, this book looks at 30 edible plants commonly found in our parks,
woodlands and hedgerows. It shows you how to identify them safely and gather
them to make delicious recipes that are easy to create and tempting and nutritious
for young children. The plants are organized by season and there are scrumptious
things to make throughout the year including puffball kebabs, sea beet huff-apuffs, staghorn sumac lemonade, sweet potato & chestnut burgers, and hazelnut
chocolate spread. Once you've caught the foraging bug, you'll soon be looking for
chestnuts to roast, hazelnuts to crack, or the best wild apple trees. Foraging is for
life!

Wild in the Kitchen
The Wild Wisdom of Weeds is the only book on foraging and edible weeds to focus
on the thirteen weeds found all over the world, each of which represents a
complete food source and extensive medical pharmacy and first-aid kit. More than
just a field guide to wild edibles, it is a global plan for human survival. When
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Katrina Blair was eleven she had a life-changing experience where wild plants
spoke to her, beckoning her to become a champion of their cause. Since then she
has spent months on end taking walkabouts in the wild, eating nothing but what
she forages, and has become a wild-foods advocate, community activist, gardener,
and chef, teaching and presenting internationally about foraging and the healthful
lifestyle it promotes. Katrina Blair’s philosophy in The Wild Wisdom of Weeds is
sobering, realistic, and ultimately optimistic. If we can open our eyes to see the
wisdom found in these weeds right under our noses, instead of trying to eradicate
an “invasive,” we will achieve true food security. The Wild Wisdom of Weeds is
about healing ourselves both in body and in spirit, in an age where technology,
commodity agriculture, and processed foods dictate the terms of our intelligence.
But if we can become familiar with these thirteen edible survival weeds found all
over the world, we will never go hungry, and we will become closer to our own wild
human instincts—all the while enjoying the freshest, wildest, and most nutritious
food there is. For free! The thirteen plants found growing in every region across the
world are: dandelion, mallow, purslane, plantain, thistle, amaranth, dock, mustard,
grass, chickweed, clover, lambsquarter, and knotweed. These special plants
contribute to the regeneration of the earth while supporting the survival of our
human species; they grow everywhere where human civilization exists, from the
hottest deserts to the Arctic Circle, following the path of human disturbance.
Indeed, the more humans disturb the earth and put our food supply at risk, the
more these thirteen plants proliferate. It’s a survival plan for the ages. Including
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over one hundred unique recipes, Katrina Blair’s book teaches us how to prepare
these wild plants from root to seed in soups, salads, slaws, crackers, pestos, seed
breads, and seed butters; cereals, green powders, sauerkrauts, smoothies, and
milks; first-aid concoctions such as tinctures, teas, salves, and soothers; selfcare/beauty products including shampoo, mouthwash, toothpaste (and brush), face
masks; and a lot more. Whether readers are based at home or traveling, this book
aims to empower individuals to maintain a state of optimal health with minimal
cost and effort.

Adventures in Edible Plant Foraging
Edible Wild Plants
The Rocky Mountain region's diverse geography overflows with edible plant
species. From salsify to pearly everlasting, currants to pine nuts, Foraging the
Rocky Mountains guides you to 85 edible wild foods and healthful herbs of the
region. This valuable reference guide will help you identify and appreciate the wild
bounty of the Rocky Mountain states. This guide also includes:: detailed
descriptions of edible plants and animals tips on finding, preparing, and using
foraged foods recipes suitable for the trail and at home detailed, full-color photos a
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glossary of botanical terms
Foraging New England
From beach peas to serviceberries, hen of the woods to Indian cucumber, ostrich
ferns to sea rocket, Foraging New England guides the reader to the edible wild
foods and healthful herbs of the Northeast. Helpfully organized by environmental
zone, the book is an authoritative guide for nature lovers, outdoorsmen, and
gastronomes.

Edible and Medicinal Plants of the West
Rather than cover hundreds of plants in abbreviated accounts like the typical field
guide, the author has chosen a smaller selection of species to discuss in
exhaustive detail, including only those plants he has eaten fifty times or more. This
book contains as many as ten high-quality color photographs of each plant. These
have been selected to facilitate identification and depict the plant parts at exactly
the stage of growth in which they should be harvested. The accompanying text is
accurate and thorough, giving readers of any experience level the confidence to
harvest wild plants for food. Botanically, the text is accurate, yet it remains
accessible to the layperson by using technical terms only when necessary. This
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book has many unique features that will appeal to naturalists, hikers, campers,
survivalists, homesteaders, gardeners, chefs, Native Americans, and whole food
enthusiasts. It contains a calendar of harvest times for wild produce, a step-by-step
protocol for positive identification, an illustrated glossary tailored to the needs of
foragers, a recommended reading list, plus special sections on conservation,
safety, nutrition, harvest techniques, preparation methods, and storage. While this
is not a regional guide, it will prove most useful to readers in the eastern US and
Canada, the Rocky Mountains, and the Pacific Northwest.

Southeast Foraging
Identifying and Harvesting Edible and Medicinal Plants in Wild (and Not So Wild)
Places shows readers how to find and prepare more than five hundred different
plants for nutrition and better health. It includes information on common plants
such as mullein (a tea made from the leaves and flowers suppresses a cough),
stinging nettle (steam the leaves and you have a tasty dish rich in iron), cattail
(cooked stalks taste similar to corn and are rich in protein), and wild apricots (an
infusion made with the leaves is good for stomach aches and digestive disorders).
More than 260 detailed line drawings help readers identify a wide range of plants -many of which are suited for cooking by following the more than thirty recipes
included in this book. There are literally hundreds of plants readily available
underfoot waiting to be harvested and used either as food or as a potential
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therapeutic. This book is both a field guide to nature's bounty and a source of
intriguing information about the plants that surround us.

Forage, Harvest, Feast
From ferns to trees, roots to fruits, native plants to the many introduced exotics,
this guide uncovers the edible wild foods and healthful herbs of Idaho. Helpfully
organized by families, with a guide for each environmental zone, the book is an
authoritative guide for nature lovers, outdoorsfolks, and gastonomes.

Foraging the Rocky Mountains
Edible and Medicinal Plants of the West is a full-colour photographic guide to the
identification, edibility, and medicinal uses of over 250 plant species, growing from
Alaska to southern California, east across the Rocky Mountains and the Northern
Plains to the Great Lakes. Herbalist and naturalist Gregory Tilford provides a
thorough introduction to the world of herbal medicine for everyone interested in
plants, personal well-being, and a healthy environment.

Hunt, Gather, Cook
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The Skillful Forager is the ultimate forager’s guide to working with any wild plant in
the field, kitchen, or pantry. From harvesting skills that will allow you to gather
from the same plant again and again to highlighting how to get the most out of
each and every type of wild edible, trusted expert Leda Meredith explores the most
effective ways to harvest, preserve, and prepare all of your foraged foods.
Featuring detailed identification information for over forty wild edibles commonly
found across North America, the plant profiles in this book focus on sustainable
harvesting techniques that can be applied to hundreds of other plants. This
indispensable reference also provides simple recipes that can help you make the
most of your harvest each season.

Foraging for Survival
The Deerholme Foraging Book is an exploration of the wild foods found in the
Pacific Northwest. It is written by award-winning chef and author Bill Jones and
features local mushrooms, edible plants, sea vegetables, and shellfish. The book is
the product of twenty years of research and professional cooking with foraged
foods. It serves as an introduction to the world of wild food and contains
identification and sourcing information, harvesting and preparation tips, and more
than one hundred delicious recipes featuring many types of wild foods. The recipe
list includes techniques for preserving food and covers basic pantry preparations,
appetizers, soups, salads, and desserts, as well as meat, seafood, and vegetable
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dishes. The recipes are global in influence and use simple techniques woven in
with expert knowledge to create good, homemade food. Linking to traditional uses
for wild foods and future possibilities for our diet and wellbeing, as well as
enhancing our appreciation of the environment around us, The Deerholme
Foraging Book also includes an index, a bibliography, full-colour photos of wild
foods and dishes, and Jones's own foraging stories.

Identifying & Harvesting Edible and Medicinal Plants
Lets go Foraging! Have you been wanting to go foraging, but don't really know how
or think it's to hard to learn? Then this book is for you. Foraging sometimes
referred as Wildcrafting can be just for fun, a hobby or even for the purpose of
actually harvesting edible plants for their medicinal properties. Maybe your even
interested in improving your health and diet with eating organic medicinal plants.
This book is great for the beginner forager who wants to learn how to find wild
edible plants, safely pick them, learn how to consume them and the many health
benefits of eating wild medicinal plants. In this book you will learn What plants are
safe to eat so you don't get sick The benefits of foraging wild edible plants How to
harvest each part of the plant The different ways you can use edible flowers How
to store, consume, prepare & eat your finds Plants to avoid Safety rules Growing
plants in your garden Plant edibility testing Harvesting food for foraging Recipes for
preparing wild edibles What flowers and weeds you can eat The best medicinal
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recipes and so much more This is truly the Ultimate Guide to Foraging Wild Edible
Plants & Medicinal Herbs. This book has it all, even tons of pictures just for you.

Midwest Foraging
Wild edibles are everywhere—in the woods, along sidewalks an even in the back
yard. These truly natural foods are nutritious, taste much better than their plasticwrapped domestic counterparts, and best of all, they are free! This delightful
cookbook contains over 75 delectable recipes along with guidelines to help you
find, pick, and prepare all types of wild plants. Soon you will be making cakes and
pies from hawthorns and ground cherries; soups made with fiddlehead ferns or wild
leeks; and salads of milkweed, dandelion, day lilies or lamb's quarters.

The Skillful Forager
One intrepid cook's exploration of her urban terrain In this groundbreaking
collection of nearly 500 wild food recipes, celebrated New York City forager, cook,
kitchen gardener, and writer Marie Viljoen incorporates wild ingredients into
everyday and special occasion fare. Motivated by a hunger for new flavors and
working with thirty-six versatile wild plants--some increasingly found in farmers
markets--she offers deliciously compelling recipes for everything from cocktails
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and snacks to appetizers, entrées, and desserts, as well as bakes, breads,
preserves, sauces, syrups, ferments, spices, and salts. From underexplored native
flavors like bayberry and spicebush to accessible ecological threats like Japanese
knotweed and mugwort, Viljoen presents hundreds of recipes unprecedented in
scope. They range from simple quickweed griddle cakes with American burnweed
butter to sophisticated dishes like a souffléed tomato roulade stuffed with garlic
mustard, or scallops seared with sweet white clover, cattail pollen, and sweetfern
butter. Viljoen makes unfamiliar ingredients familiar by treating each to a thorough
culinary examination, allowing readers to grasp every plant's character and
inflection. Forage, Harvest, Feast--featuring hundreds of color photographs as well
as cultivation tips for plants easily grown at home--is destined to become a
standard reference for any cook wanting to transform wildcrafted ingredients into
exceptional dishes, spices, and drinks. Eating wild food, Viljoen reminds us, is a
radical act of remembering and honoring our shared heritage. Led by a quest for
exceptional flavor and ecologically sound harvesting, she tames the feral kitchen,
making it recognizable and welcoming to regular cooks.

Wild Edibles
From beach peas to serviceberries, hen of the woods to Indian cucumber, ostrich
ferns to sea rocket, this guide uncovers the edible wild foods and healthful herbs of
New York. Helpfully organized by environmental zone, the book is an authoritative
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guide for nature lovers, outdoorsmen, and gastronomes.
Foraging Wild Edible Plants of North America
Edible wild plants have one or more parts that can be used for food if gathered at
the appropriate stage of growth and properly prepared. Edible Wild Plants includes
extensive information and recipes on plants from the four categories. Foundation
greens: wild spinach, chickweed, mallow, purslane; tart greens: curlydock, sheep
sorrel, wood sorrel; pungent greens: wild mustard, wintercress, garlic
mustard,shepherd’s purse; and bitter greens: dandelion, cat’s ear, sow thistle,
nipplewort. Dr. John Kallas has investigated and taught about edible wild plants
since 1970. He founded WildFood Adventures (www.wildfoodadventures.com) in
1993 and is the publisher and editor of Wild FoodAdventurer. He lives in Portland,
Oregon. The definitive work on growing, harvesting, and eating wild greens.

Foraging New England
CLICK HERE to download the section on foraging for field mustard with four sample
recipes from Northwest Foraging * Suitable for novice foragers and seasoned
botanists alike * More than 65 of the most common edible plants in the Pacific
Northwest are thoroughly described *Poisonous plants commonly encountered are
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also included Originally published in 1974, Northwest Foraging quickly became a
wild food classic. Now fully updated and expanded by the original author, this
elegant new edition is sure to become a modern staple in backpacks, kitchens, and
personal libraries. A noted wild edibles authority, Doug Benoliel provides more than
65 thorough descriptions of the most common edible plants of the Pacific
Northwest region, from asparagus to watercress, juneberries to cattails, and many,
many more! He also includes a description of which poisonous "look-alike" plants
to avoid -- a must-read for the foraging novice. Features include detailed
illustrations of each plant, an illustrated guide to general plant identification
principles, seasonality charts for prime harvesting, a selection of simple foraging
recipes, and a glossary of botanical terms. Beginning with his botany studies at the
University of Washington, Doug Benoliel has been dedicated to native plants. He
has owned a landscaping, design, and nursery business, and done his extensive
work with the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS). Doug lives on Lopez
Island, Washington.

Edible Wild Plants
Ever seen a tasty-looking plant or mushroom in a yard or forest but weren't sure if
it would taste goodor even be edible? In The Scout's Guide to Wild Edibles,
renowned forager Mike Krebill profiles 40 widely-found edible wild plants and
mushrooms of North America, in a guide small enough to fit right in a pocket. The
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author offers clear color photos and positive-ID tips for each plant, along with 15
recipes and 10 DIY activities for all skill levels. The Scout's Guide will help foragers
locate, identify and safely enjoy wild edibles - with the added satisfaction of
knowing exactly where their food came from.

Foraging New England, 2nd
Foraging California
Edible wild plants are nature’s natural food source, growing along roadsides,
sprouting in backyards, and blooming in country fields. North America’s diverse
geography overflows with edible plant species. From alyssum to watercress,
chicory to purslane, Foraging Wild Plants of North America provides everything you
need to know about the most commonly found wild greens with over 200 mouthwatering recipes. This full-color field and feast guide with images to the most
common edible wild plants is the ideal companion for hikers, campers, and anyone
who enjoys eating the good food of the earth. Look inside to find recipes such as:
Stirfry Amaranth Yellow Pollen Pancakes Chickweed Deluxe Nettle Soup Root
Coffee Earth Bread Cattail Stew Fennel Crunch Prickly Pear Ice Cream
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The Scout's Guide to Wild Edibles
Foraging involves finding, identifying and harvesting wild edible plants. It is a
healthy outdoor activity that puts one in touch with nature and provides a bounty
of fresh, nutritious, free food. This handy pocket guide provides simplified
reference to the approved practices for harvesting wild edible plants in a
sustainable manner. Topics include a harvesting strategy, safety (including the
universal edibility test), and the proper tools and methods to harvest berries/fruits,
nuts, leaves/shoots/stems, roots/tubers and mushrooms. Laminated for durability,
this lightweight, pocket-sized folding guide is a portable source of practical
information and is ideal for field use by outdoor enthusiasts of all ages. Made in the
USA.

Foraging for Beginners
From beach peas to serviceberries, hen of the woods to Indian cucumber, ostrich
ferns to sea rocket, Foraging New England guides the reader to the edible wild
foods and healthful herbs of the Northeast. Helpfully organized by environmental
zone, the book is an authoritative guide for nature lovers, outdoorsmen, and
gastronomes.
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Foraging New York
If there is a frontier beyond organic, local, and seasonal, beyond farmers' markets
and sustainably raised meat, it surely includes hunting, fishing, and foraging your
own food. A lifelong angler and forager who became a hunter late in life, Hank
Shaw has chronicled his passion for hunting and gathering in his widely read blog,
Hunter Angler Gardener Cook, which has developed an avid following among
outdoor people and foodies alike. Hank is dedicated to finding a place on the table
for the myriad overlooked and underutilized wild foods that are there for the
taking—if you know how to get them. In Hunt, Gather, Cook, he shares his
experiences both in the field and the kitchen, as well as his extensive knowledge of
North America's edible flora and fauna. With the fresh, clever prose that brings so
many readers to his blog, Hank provides a user-friendly, food-oriented introduction
to tracking down everything from sassafras to striped bass to snowshoe hares. He
then provides innovative ways to prepare wild foods that go far beyond typical
campfire cuisine: homemade root beer, cured wild boar loin, boneless tempura
shad, Sardinian hare stew—even pasta made with handmade acorn flour. For
anyone ready to take a more active role in determining what they feed themselves
and their families, Hunt, Gather, Cook offers an entertaining and delicious
introduction to harvesting the bounty of wild foods to be found in every part of the
country.
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Foraging Pennsylvania
From acacia to wild grape, Foraging California guides the reader to the edible wild
foods and healthful herbs of the Golden State. Helpfully organized by plant
families, with detailed information on locations, the book is an authoritative guide
for nature lovers, outdoorsmen, and gastronomes.

Edible Wild Plants
Purchasing vegetables and leafy greens can become rather pricy. Moreover storebought greens often contain unhealthy pesticides and chemicals that can be
harmful to your health. Foraging for wild plants is a cost effective and healthy
alternative. Harvested wild plants are cheaper, and much healthier with a
significantly higher nutritional value than what you typically purchase in grocery
stores contain. On top of that, harvesting your own plants will force you to get out,
exercise, and explore the great outdoors, which is an excellent way to stay fit and
spend time with your family. Written with novice foragers in mind, Adventures in
Edible Plant Foraging, serves as a simplified guide to edible plants that can be
found throughout North America, and includes a glossary of botanical terms. This
all encompassing guide will teach you how to prepare for your first foray into
foraging—what to bring and what to watch out for—and show you how to identify
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various edible wild plants native to your own backyard, the forest, fields and the
sandy shores along lakes and beaches. With over 90 full color photographs and 20
recipes for soups, salads, muffins, desserts, and more, this book is a must have for
anyone looking to save money and begin their first expedition into foraging.

Foraging
Whether you’re a hiker taking a walk through your local wilderness, or a chef
looking for new ingredients to incorporate in your dishes, Foraging for Survival is
the book for you. As consumerism and a meat-heavy, processed diet become the
norm and the world’s population continues to grow at an exponential rate, more
and more people are looking toward a more sustainable path for food. Authors
Douglas Boudreau and Mykel Hawke believe that the future of food lies in the wild
foods of times spanning back to before the mass-agriculture system of today.
People have become distanced from the very systems that provide their food, and
younger generations are increasingly unable to identify even the trees in their
backyards. In response, Boudreau and Hawke have provided a compendium of wild
edible plants in North America. Foraging for Survival is a comprehensive
breakdown of different plant species from bearded lichen to taro, and from all over
the United States. There are also tips for growing local native plants in the
backyard to facilitate learning and enhance table fare at home. Other information
you’ll find inside: A list of different types of edible wild plants Foraging techniques
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Bugs and other grubs that can be consumed Warning signs of poisonous plants
And much more! Start eating wild today with Foraging for Survival!

A Feast of Weeds
Incredible Wild Edibles is an invitation to enjoy the best food on Earth. This guide
provides complete information on 36 traditional fruits, nuts, herbs, and vegetables
that have nearly disappeared from our modern diets. Rediscover these wholesome,
super-nutritious, gourmet foods for free! In a humorous but authoritative style, the
author tells how to identify these plants with confidence, where and when to find
them, what parts to use, and how to prepare them for the table. He gives practical
advice on harvesting and discusses safe and responsible foraging practices.
Contains index, bibliography, glossary, range maps, foraging calendar, and more
than 350 color photos. For all experience levels, from novice to expert.

Foraging for Wild Edible Foods
From beach peas to serviceberries, hen of the woods to Indian cucumber, ostrich
ferns to sea rocket, Foraging New England guides the reader to the edible wild
foods and healthful herbs of the Northeast. Helpfully organized by environmental
zone, the book is an authoritative guide for nature lovers, outdoorsmen, and
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gastronomes.
Family Foraging
"This practical guide to plant foraging provides readers with the tools to safely
identify, harvest, and prepare wild edible plants and enjoy the health and
economic benefits of eating wild"--

Nature's Garden
Get Ready To Enjoy The Pleasures Of Eating From The Wild. Foraging For Beginners
contains all you need to start foraging wild edible plants and herbs. Many people
have discovered the flavors, textures and elemental vitality of wild plants. Eating
wild edibles will introduce a new dimension to your diet and you will develop a
deeper connection with the environment. Whether it is fruit, vegetable or nuts, the
bounty is sustainable and it is completely free. In this book, 39 wild plants are
presented with pictures and descriptions for proper identification. You don't have
to go too far to start foraging. Some of these wild edibles are likely to exist in your
backyard, in fields and places you walk every day. Now, you can gain the skills for
surviving if you ever find yourself in a situation where you have to live on foraged
food. Just some of what you will learn are: * Foraging basics and rules * Foraging
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safety * Foraging tools * Proper plant identification with photographs * Medicinal
information * A few recipes with wild edibles. And much more.

Foraging Idaho
Presents a season-by-season guide to the identification, harvest, and preparation
of more than two hundred common edible plants to be found in the wild.

Wild Foods and Foraging
From cattails to wild garlic, this guide uncovers the edible wild foods and healthful
herbs of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Written for people who want to know more
about foraging, including those who are absolute beginners and perhaps don't
even know where to start, this book provides clear photos and easy to follow
instructions for plant identification. Readers will learn all about safely recognizing,
respecting, and utilizing wild plants. Inside you'll find: -Detailed descriptions of 70
edible plants -Tips on finding, preparing, and using foraged foods -70 recipes -A
glossary of botanical terms -Full-color photos
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